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At UCSD, our mission is to provide a
superior academic environment with
diverse clinical and research
opportunities so that all residents
receive the training necessary to
achieve their career aspirations.
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UCSD Points of Distinction
#1 in San Diego
#4 in NIH research
funding in the nation
#5 in California

Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients

#1
Lung

#3
Heart

#7
Liver

#7
Kidney

*National rankings for one-year survival for patient volume

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
5 SPECIALIZED PATHWAYS

These pathways are optional and can be completed during your second or
third year.
• Hospital Medicine
• Global Health
• Primary Care
• Integrative Medicine
• Resident As Clinician Educators (RACE)

RESEARCH
•
•

Over 80% of residents participate in our two-month protected research
elective during residency.
Our residents produce over 50 peer-reviewed publications annually!

DIDACTICS

In addition to learning at the bedside, we are extremely proud of our robust
academic curriculum, which includes:
• Morning Teaching Conference (Mon/Tues/Thurs)
• Senior Sign-Out Rounds (Fri)
• Excellence in Quality Improvement and Patient Safety Conference (Wed)
• Clinical Reasoning Conference (Wed)
• Grand Rounds (Wed)
• Noon Conference/Intern Report (Tues/Thurs)
• Friday School (Fri afternoon)

CAREER AFTER RESIDENCY
•
•
•

70% fellowship
20% hospital medicine
10% primary care

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
GENDER IDENTITY & MARITAL STATUS
§
§
§

56% women, 44% men
65% of our residents are married or in a relationship
6% of our residents have children

MEDICAL SCHOOL LOCATION
Our current interns and residents are recruited from all regions of the US.

2021-2022 Fellowship Match
Each year, our residents regularly match into their top 3 fellowship preferences.
Many of our residents choose to stay at UC San Diego to continue their training,
which speaks volumes about our commitment to you and your future medical
career!

CARDIOLOGY

HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY

UC San Diego
UC San Diego

UC San Diego
UC San Diego
UC San Diego
Scripps Health
Scripps Health

ENDOCRINOLOGY
Stanford University
USC

INFECTIOUS DISEASE
UC San Diego

EPIDEMIC INTELLIGENCE
SERVICE

NEPHROLOGY

CDC – Ohio (deployment site)

UC San Diego
UC San Francisco

GASTROENTEROLOGY

PALLIATIVE CARE

Baylor College of Medicine
Mayo Clinic – Arizona

UC San Diego

PULMONARY/CRITICAL CARE
GERIATRICS
UC San Diego
Stanford University

UC San Diego
UC San Diego
UC San Diego
UC San Diego
UC San Diego

2015-2021 Fellowship Match
ALLERGY
UC Irvine
UC San Diego
USC
Vanderbilt University
Kaiser LA
Mount Sinai
National Jewish Health
Scripps Health

CARDIOLOGY
Baylor College of Medicine
Brigham and Women’s
Mass General Hospital
Kaiser LA
Kaiser SF
Houston Methodist
Montefiore
OHSU
UC Davis
UC Irvine
UC Los Angeles
UC Los Angeles – Harbor
UC San Diego
UC San Francisco
USC
Cedars-Sinai
University of Colorado
University of Utah

ENDOCRINOLOGY
Stanford University
USC
UC Los Angeles
UC San Francisco
UC San Diego
UT Southwestern
University of Washington

GASTROENTEROLOGY

Baylor College of Medicine
Beth Israel Deaconess
Mayo Clinic – Arizona
Temple University
UC Irvine
UC San Diego
UC San Francisco
USC
UT Southwestern
University of Colorado

GERIATRICS

NEPHROLOGY
Stanford University
University of Washington
OHSU
UC San Diego
UC San Francisco

PALLIATIVE CARE
Mount Sinai
UC San Diego
UT Southwestern
University of Utah

UC San Diego
Stanford University

PULMONARY/
CRITICAL CARE

GLOBAL MEDICINE

UC San Diego
UC Los Angles
UC San Francisco
University of Rochester
University of Michigan
Cedars-Sinai
Stanford University
UT Southwestern

UC San Francisco

HEMATOLOGY/
ONCOLOGY
UC San Diego
UC Los Angeles
Tufts University
Fox Chase Cancer Center
Temple University
MD Anderson
Vanderbilt University
Washington University
Scripps Health

INFECTIOUS DISEASE
Epidemic Intelligence Service
CDC
Emory University
Stanford University
NIH
UC San Diego
University of Colorado

RHEUMATOLOGY
UC San Francisco
UC San Diego
University of Washington
UC Los Angeles

SPORTS MEDICINE

Vanderbilt University

SLEEP MEDICINE

Stanford University

SURVIVORSHIP
Memorial Sloan Kettering

UCSD TRAINING SITES
UCSD HILLCREST MEDICAL CENTER

”Very diverse patient population! Many are
underserved/uninsured/underinsured with
complex medical problems. It is rewarding on both
a human and academic level to care for these
patients.” – Alex, PGY3
”It’s my favorite clinical site where you see diverse
pathology in a unique patient population,
coupled with amazing faculty who love to
teach.” – Masih, PGY3

Safety Net Hospital
Tertiary Referral Center
Level I Trauma Center
Diverse, Underserved
Patient Population
Inpatient Wards: 5 Teams
Medical ICU
Specialty Consult
HIV Consult

UCSD TRAINING SITES
JACOBS MEDICAL CENTER
Hospital Medicine
Advanced Oncology
Bone Marrow Transplant
Solid Organ Transplant
Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Top Cystic Fibrosis Program
Stroke & Neurocritical Care
Palliative Care
“On the Jacobs Hospital Medicine rotation, I was a member of a well coordinated
multidisciplinary team caring for a diverse population with diverse pathologies. I was given
a ton of autonomy, allowing me to practice being an independent hospitalist, while still
having attending support!” – Neysi, PGY3

SULPIZIO CARDIOVASCULAR CENTER
General Cardiology & CCU
Advanced Heart Failure
Top Heart Transplant Center
World Renowned Chronic
Thromboembolic &
Pulmonary HTN Program
“The CVC rotation is the perfect balance of autonomy that develops my clinical knowledge
and outstanding teaching at the bedside from world class cardiologists!” – Nicky, PGY4

UCSD TRAINING SITES
VA SAN DIEGO MEDICAL CENTER

“The VA has such a grateful patient population
and an amazing teaching faculty!” – Rima, PGY2
“I feel at the VA I get to know the attendings,
pharmacists, and nurses on a more personal
level, which makes for a more fun work
environment and improved communication at
an interdisciplinary level!” – Priya, PGY3

Top Performing VA
Primary and Tertiary Care
Center
Regional Referral Center
> 200k Veterans in SD
Inpatient Wards: 4 Teams
Medical ICU and CCU
Subspecialty Consults

CONTINUITY CLINIC SITES
VA CLINICS
La Jolla

Mission Valley

Sorrento Valley

“I’m proud to care for a unique, medically complex
veteran population at the VA La Jolla primary care
clinic. It’s an incredible feeling carrying my own
patient panel and truly serving as my patients’ PCP,
while knowing that I have a supportive team of
preceptors whom I can turn to for help.” – Alex, PGY3
“My VA patients are always so grateful for our care
and we really get to spend valuable time with them
in the clinics.” – Christine, PGY3

UCSD CLINICS
La Jolla

Hillcrest

“I feel very fortunate to
care for patients at the
UCSD Hillcrest primary care
clinic. I have a very
medically and socially
diverse patient panel. The
clinic attendings are
excellent teachers and
mentors!” – Neena, PGY3

Residents also have
the opportunity to
rotate at neighboring
community institutions
including Kaiser
Permanente.

LIVING IN SAN DIEGO
America’s Finest City

BEACHES / WATERSPORTS
From spikeball to surfing to exploring the
Mission Beach Boardwalk, San Diego is the
place to be! We have many beautiful,
accessible beaches no matter where you
live.
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

La Jolla Shores
Sunset Cliffs
Mission Bay
Ocean Beach
Pacific Beach
Coronado Island
Carlsbad, Del Mar, Oceanside

HIKING / CAMPING
San Diego has an abundance of scenic
hikes crossing various terrains and difficulty.
Plenty of places to get some fresh air and
exercise!
§
§
§
§
§
§

Iron Mountain
Torrey Pines State Park
Potato Chip Rock
Cowles Mountain
Three Sisters
Devil’s Punchbowl

DESERT ADVENTURES
Just drive 1-2 hours east, and you will find
yourself in a totally different world! From
camping (or glamping) to star-gazing, these
desert parks will fulfill your special getaway
trip.
§
§
§

Joshua Tree National Park
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park
Salton Sea

MUSIC / THEATER / ARTS
There is something for all music lovers in San
Diego. There are various music venues
including open air theaters and concerts by
the bay, featuring all genres (rock, reggae,
rap, country, etc.). Balboa Park is a National
Historic Park filled with 16 museums, multiple
performing art venues, and a beautiful
botanical garden.
§
§
§
§
§

Balboa Park
Old Globe Theater
San Diego Symphony
San Diego Opera
Concerts (Beyoncé, Kevin Hart, etc.)

FAMILY FUN
San Diego is an extremely family friendly city
for children of all ages! Pets included!
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

San Diego Zoo (#1 Zoo in America!)
San Diego Safari Park
Petco Park (San Diego Padres)
SeaWorld
Legoland
Birch Aquarium
USS Midway Museum
Maritime Museum

FOOD SCENE
It’s hard to beat the fish tacos in San Diego, but that’s
not all we have! There is a range of cultural cuisines
and settings from food trucks, mom-and-pop shops,
and Michelin restaurants. Here are some of the
chiefs’ favorites!
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Fort Oak
Cross Street Chicken and Beer
Oscars Mexican Seafood
Sushi Ota
Cucina Urbana
The Grass Skirt
The Original Sab-E-Lee
Manna Korean BBQ
Punjabi Tandoor
Sugar & Scribe

CRAFT BEERS
Named one of the craft beer capitals in the country,
San Diego has over 150 craft beer breweries
including world-renowned breweries such as:
§ Green Flash
§ Ballast Point
§ Stone Brewery
§ AleSmith Brewing Company
§ Modern Times Beer

WINE COUNTRY
San Diego is surrounded by scenic wine country.
Temecula Valley Wine Country is situated just north of
San Diego and includes over 50 beautiful wineries.
§
§

Temecula Valley Wine Country
Valle de Guadalupe Wine Country

It’s time for the best part of
our program…

Interns

David Agdashian, MD
George Washington

Rodrigo Barriola Rubarth, MD
Georgetown University

dagdashian@health.ucsd.edu rbarriolarubarth@health.ucsd.edu

Nicole Basler, MD
UC San Diego

Maedha Begur, MD
UC San Diego

Nicole Bernstein, MD
Drexel University

nbasler@health.ucsd.edu

mabegur@health.ucsd.edu

nbernstein@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I'm originally from New York, went to
Dartmouth College for undergrad, then spent several
years in NY and the UK conducting research. I went to
medical school at Northwestern in Chicago, and spent
a fifth year in Greece conducting research related to
refugee health. Happy to have now made my way to
San Diego! When I'm not in the hospital, I enjoy
traveling, watching movies, trying new restaurants, and
exploring the outdoors with my partner Mark (UCSD
general surgery intern)!

Inna Blyakhman, MD
UC San Diego

Nicolas Bouey, MD
Case Western Reserve

iblyakhm@health.ucsd.edu

nbouey@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: The outstanding training, the opportunity to
care for underserved communities at both Hillcrest and
the VA, the emphasis on resident education, and the
specific opportunities for residents interested in primary
care and global health.

Joseph Carbone, MD
UC Irvine

Sandra Cepin, MD
Tufts University

Danielle D'Annibale, MD
Georgetown University

Jonathan Dounel, MD
Stony Brook University

Ariana Feuvrier-Rivera, MD
MU South Carolina

jocarbone@health.ucsd.edu

scepin@health.ucsd.edu

d2dannibale@health.ucsd.edu

jdounel@health.ucsd.edu

afeuvrierrivera@health.ucsd.edu

Keara Darragh, MD
UC Los Angeles

Sutton Fox, MD, MPH
UC San Diego

Sydney Hemphill, MD
Stanford University

kdarragh@health.ucsd.edu

srfox@health.ucsd.edu

syhemphill@health.ucsd.edu

Natalie Colaneri, MD
Northwestern University
ncolaneri@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I'm from outside LA, went to Duke for
undergrad, spent a year at a non-profit in Alabama,
and attended UCLA for medical school. Inside the
hospital, I am interested in pulmonary/critical care or
hospital medicine, and outside the hospital I enjoy
water activities (newest is scuba diving), trying every
coffee shop in North Park, and grocery shopping.
Why UCSD: I chose UCSD for its diverse patient
population and clinical experiences, supportive
environment, and dedication to resident education and
wellness.

Interns
About Me: I am from Indiana and stayed there for
undergrad and medical school. I wanted to try
something new for residency and found myself in
San Diego! When I’m not in the hospital, I like to
exercise and spend time outdoors, try new
restaurants and ice cream shops, and I recently
became a plant mom to try my hand at keeping
living things alive.
Why UCSD: I chose UCSD because of the supportive
culture and strong clinical training… being in San
Diego is just an added bonus!
Tyler Hohnholt, MD
University of Utah
thohnholt@health.ucsd.edu

Christopher Itoh, MD, MHS
UC Davis
chitoh@health.ucsd.edu

Courtney Keilman, MD
Indiana University
ckeilman@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I’m from the Bay Area, went to USC for
undergrad and UCSD for medical school. I’m constantly
daydreaming about surfing and am obsessively
checking the waves, wind and the tide so I know
exactly where to go when I get some time outside the
hospital. I also live with two cats that make me feel like
the third wheel whenever I come home but destroy all
my plants if I’ve been gone too long. As for my career,
I’m hoping to be a cardiologist.

Lucas Keyt, MD
UC San Diego
lkeyt@health.ucsd.edu

Megan Lau, MD
UC San Diego
m3lau@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: I chose to stay at UCSD after medical school
for the incredible support that I’ve felt throughout my
time here. I knew residency would be a challenge no
matter where I attended, but having a program filled
with so many caring people that I could turn to when
needed is what ultimately sold me on UCSD.

Rebecca Lian, MD
University of Hawaii
relian@health.ucsd.edu

Yamile Lozano, MD
Loma Linda University
ylozano@health.ucsd.edu

About me:

Sukhdeep Khurana, MD Sindhu Kubendran, MD, MPH
University of Arizona
George Washington
skhurana@health.ucsd.edu skubendran@health.ucsd.edu

Kathleen Maguire, MD
Nikolas Marino, MD, MBA
UC San Diego
Saint Louis University
kmaguire@health.ucsd.edu nmarino@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I am from San Jose, CA; I went to UCLA for
undergrad and then to Tulane in New Orleans for
medical school. I am very happy to be in SoCal for
residency! When I am not at the hospital, I am cooking
or making ice cream in my kitchen. You can also find
me eating and drinking around San Diego with my cointerns. I am interested in hospital medicine and
pulmonary and critical care medicine.

Sohn Nijor, MD
Temple University
snijor@health.ucsd.edu

Gregory Petersen, MD
UC San Diego
gmpeters@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: I chose UCSD IM for the culture. I know it is
hard to get a sense of a program's culture over Zoom
but since being at UCSD I cannot say how much I
appreciate how friendly and nurturing the program is.
People want you (and will help you) to go home on
time and enjoy beautiful San Diego!

Thaidan Pham, MD
Tulane University
thp005@health.ucsd.edu

Interns

Zoya Qureshy, MD
UC San Francisco

Christopher Rice, MD
UC San Diego

Richa Sheth, MD
Albert Einstein

Jack Takahashi, MD
UC Los Angeles

David Timmer, MD
Morehouse SOM

zqureshy@health.ucsd.edu

carice@health.ucsd.edu

risheth@health.ucsd.edu

jatakahashi@health.ucsd.edu

dtimmer@health.ucsd.edu

Joseph Toth, MD
SUNY Upstate

Karlen Ulubabyan, MD
UC San Diego

Farnoosh Vahedi, MD
UC Los Angeles

jototh@health.ucsd.edu

kulubaby@health.ucsd.edu

fvahedi@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I'm from Upstate New York. I took a leap of
faith and I am beyond elated to be on the West Coast
for residency! Daily goals: Searching for the freshest fish
taco or treacherous trail to test my rollerblading skills.
Seeking: Crime podcasts or show recommendations as I
meal prep extravagant crockpot recipes.
Why UCSD: Exceptional training with a clear focus on
education in one of the most beautiful places in the
world.

About Me: I'm from Dallas, went to Berkeley for
undergrad (go bears!), and then back home to Dallas
for medical school at UT Southwestern. I love to play
basketball and spike ball, go snorkeling, and take my
dogs to beaches. I plan to become a hospitalist, but
who knows, things may change!
Why UCSD: Can't beat the weather, the family
atmosphere, and the diverse patient population

Nicolai Wallace, MD
University of Washington

Jessica Wen, MD, PhD
UC San Diego

Justin Wong, MD
UT Southwestern

niwallace@health.ucsd.edu

jhwen@health.ucsd.edu

juw043@health.ucsd.edu

Karren Wong, MD, MPH
Michigan State

Jessica Xiao, MD
UC San Diego

Ermias Yohannes, MD
University of Washington

kaw026@health.ucsd.edu

jwxiao@health.ucsd.edu

eyohannes@health.ucsd.edu

Interns – Physician-Scientist Training Pathway
About Me: I grew up outside Indianapolis and went to IU Bloomington for
undergrad. I wanted to try a coastal state for medical school, so I went to
Stony Brook University on Long Island. After living in New York, I realized
West Coast = Best Coast and was ecstatic to match at UCSD. I love
exploring the beaches and towns on my bike and overindulging on
incredible tacos/burritos.
Why UCSD: I was drawn to the NCI Cancer Center situated in an incredible
city with several collaborative organizations.
Favorite Training Site: Hillcrest – gratifying patient population to work with,
some tough cases that push your training (and can I say Epic?).
Harrison Penrose, MD, PhD
Tulane University
hpenrose@health.ucsd.edu

Eric Roth, MD, PhD
Stony Brook University
Favorite UCSD Memory: Meeting such a fun and outgoing group of coeroth@health.ucsd.edu interns throughout orientation week.

About Me: I grew up in rural Massachusetts, spent some time in
Colorado, and completed my MD-PhD at KU Med in Kansas City. I
played roller derby for 3 years and still enjoy roller skating! I’m also a
plant mom and roommate to two very chunky cats. My husband
and I love watching movies and eating new foods. I’m a long-time
immunology nerd and I want to be a rheumatologist when I grow
up!
Why UCSD: I chose UCSD because of the genuine support offered by
not only faculty members but peers that I saw on interviews.

Amara Seng, MD, PhD
University of Kansas
aseng@health.ucsd.edu

Interns – Combined Medicine-Pediatrics
About Me: I am from Grand Haven, MI. I went to Butler
University in Indianapolis, IN for undergrad. For medical
school I went to Medical College of Wisconsin in
Milwaukee, WI. Outside of work I love exploring San
Diego, hanging out with my dog, going to the beach,
meeting up for happy hour and catching as many
sunsets as I can! After residency I hope to work in
Med/Peds primary care.
Why UCSD: I chose UCSD because I knew I would
receive high quality training in a beautiful city where I
could work with an underserved population.
Allison Cotter, MD
MC Wisconsin
acotter@health.ucsd.edu

Shawn Krishnan, MD
University of Cincinnati
shkrishnan@health.ucsd.edu
About Me: I'm originally from Dallas, Texas, went to
undergrad at a small private university in rural eastern
Washington (Walla Walla University), and graduated
from Loma Linda Med School. Some of my favorite
things to do in San Diego include beach activities (surf,
swim, spike ball, etc.), hiking (especially Torrey Pines),
and playing golf at the numerous excellent and often
very affordable golf courses.

Uju Nwosu, MD
USC
snwosu@health.ucsd.edu

Luke Spady, MD
Loma Linda University
lspady@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: I chose UCSD because I wanted to work
with a really diverse patient population at a variety of
great hospitals and because I wanted days off to be
filled with easily accessible fun activities!

Junior Residents
About Me: I am a Midwest girl that is quickly turning into
a Cali girl. I was born and raised in a suburb of Chicago
and completed undergrad and medical school at the
University of Missouri-Kansas City. When I’m not in scrubs,
I’m an elite Yelper that is already eating and drinking my
way through San Diego. Besides stuffing my face with
food, I love any opportunity to take in the California sun
and explore the beaches in the area and then come
home at night to snuggle with my cat, Oliver.

Anna Armitage, MD, MS
University of Miami
amarmitage@health.ucsd.edu

Priyesha Bijlani, MD

University of Missouri/KC
pbijlani@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: The palm trees and beaches are hard to
pass up, but more importantly, the aspect that drew me
to UCSD is the people. The charisma and camaraderie
resonate from the program director Dr. Jassal to the
program staff, attendings, fellows, and residents.

Randall Blankers, MD
University of Arizona
rblankers@health.ucsd.edu

Tally Buckstaff, MD
UC San Diego

Helen Chou, MD
Ohio State University

Elena Cutting, MD
Duke University

Rima Deshpande, MD
UC San Diego

Aritra Dey, MD
Case Western Reserve

tbucksta@health.ucsd.edu

hjchou@health.ucsd.edu

ecutting@health.ucsd.edu

r1deshpa@health.ucsd.edu

ardey@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I grew up in the suburbs of Chicago and
hopped over to Cleveland, Ohio for medical school,
and after residency, I want to pursue a fellowship in
cardiology. When I’m not jamming out at the hospital
with my awesome co-residents, I maximize my sunshine
time in outdoor activities, engage in grand gourmet
cooking misadventures, and try out Yelp’s never-ending
list of San Diego food recs.
Why UCSD: I tapped my heels three times and wished to
be at sunny San Diego for residency because I loved
the close knit, family vibe among the residents and the
friendliness and enthusiasm of the program leadership.
I’m really happy to be here!

Nickolas Flores, MD
UC San Francisco

Stacy Han, MD
UC San Francisco

Gourisree Dhamavaram, MD

ndflores@health.ucsd.edu

sshan@health.ucsd.edu

godharmavaram@health.ucsd.edu

Case Western Reserve

About Me: I’m originally from the San Francisco Bay Area
and
am a UCSD lifer. I went to UCSD for my
undergraduate degree,
masters degree, medical
school and now residency! San Diego is definitely my
second home now and I love it here. I live in Mission Hills
with my husband and our cat. In my free time I like to go
on long walks, listen to podcasts, cook, binge watch
Bravo tv shows, and spend time with friends.
Why UCSD: I went to UCSD for med school and loved the
Internal Medicine program here as a med student.
When I interviewed at various other sites, I grew to
appreciate just how
special UCSD is and how
supportive and kind the residents and attendings are. I
knew I wanted to stay!

Amy Guzdar, MD
UC San Diego

Jessica Hansen, MD
University of Utah

David Hibbert, MD
UC San Diego

ayguzdar@health.ucsd.edu

jjhansen@health.ucsd.edu

dhibbert@health.ucsd.edu

Junior Residents
About Me: I am a California girl. I went to UC Riverside for
undergrad and UCSF for medical school so I love both
halves of California equally. I love food! Exploring all the
local restaurants, breweries, and beachside eateries with
my coresidents is one of my favorite things to do. I also
have a puppy who helps me explore the local canyons
and campgrounds. When I grow up I want to be a
gastroenterologist.
Favorite UCSD Memory: Celebrating the end of intern year
with a cake our attending Dr. Jagannath brought for
everyone on VA wards.
Edward Hill, MD
Case Western Reserve

Allison Ibarra, MD
UC San Francisco

Thejas Kamath, MD
UC San Diego

e2hill@health.ucsd.edu

anibarra@health.ucsd.edu

tkamath@health.ucsd.edu

Anjali Kumar, MD
Baylor CoM

Soumya Kurnool, MD
UC San Diego

Melissa Le Roux, MD
Ohio State University

Steven Ma, MD
Penn State University

Emily Margolin, MD
USC

a6kumar@health.ucsd.edu

skurnool@health.ucsd.edu

mjleroux@health.ucsd.edu

s8ma@health.ucsd.edu

eamargolin@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I grew up all over the country but have been in
San Diego for over 10 years, and will stay here forever if I
can manage it. I did undergrad at the Naval Academy, 8
years in the Navy, and med school here at UCSD. Outside
of medicine, I love spending time with my family (wife and
2 daughter), going to the zoo, reading fantasy and
science fiction, and going on runs around San Diego.

James Miller, MD
University of Cincinnati

Shirin Moftakhar, MD
UC San Diego

jlm007@health.ucsd.edu

smoftakh@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: The people here make this an environment
that is both safe and challenging, a place where we
can support each other to reach our goals in a way that
feels truly collaborative and warm, which is so important
doing a job like this.

Jacob Rozich, MD
UC San Diego
jrozich@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I'm from PG County, Maryland. Went to St. Mary's
College of Maryland for undergrad, worked for a few years
in a small community ED, and then attended UCSD for
medical school. When I'm not in the hospital I enjoy playing
with my dog Phoebe, playing tennis, watching baseball,
and mentoring middle/high school students from
disadvantaged backgrounds. When I grow up, I just want
to be a good dad and give the same love my mom and
step-mom gave me when I was growing up.

Vandan Patel, MD
UC Riverside

Favorite Training Site: Hillcrest is easily my favorite training
site. I learn so much from the patients and it is a true
Ian Simpson-Shelton, MD privilege to be a part of their care.
UC San Diego

Arianna Rodriguez, MD
University of Illinois

v1patel@health.ucsd.edu

isimpson@health.ucsd.edu

amr002@health.ucsd.edu

Junior Residents
About Me: I'm originally from the San Francisco Bay Area
but came to Southern California for undergrad at USC
before going to Albert Einstein in NYC for medical school.
Since coming to San Diego, I've been doing my best to
take advantage of the weather by biking, running, and
hiking every chance that I get. After residency I would like
to pursue a fellowship in Gastroenterology, all while
working my way towards one day running a marathon.
Why UCSD: I chose UCSD because it offered a perfect
blend of clinical diversity and academic rigor, all while
giving you the chance to train in one of the most
beautiful cities in the country.

Mehul Trivedi, MD
Albert Einstein

Kuangda Shan, MD
University of Iowa

Kevin Sung, MD
UC Los Angeles

m3trivedi@health.ucsd.edu

klshan@health.ucsd.edu

k4sung@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: My name is Eddy, and I was born and raised in
Cupertino, CA. I studied Molecular and Cell Biology at UC
Berkeley and went to medical school at Harvard. In the
future, I hope to become a cardiologist and medical
educator, and want to continue looking for ways to
improve the way technology is used in medicine. Outside
of the hospital, you can find me surfing at Scripps, playing
volleyball, watching tech videos on Youtube, playing
video games, and photographing the California sunset.

Kelly Torosian, MD, MPH
Tufts University

Preethi Venkat, MD
Georgetown University

kjtorosian@health.ucsd.edu

pvenkat@health.ucsd.edu

Benjamin Yang, MD
Stony Brook University
bdyang@health.ucsd.edu

Allison Yip, MD
Case Western Reserve
ayip@health.ucsd.edu

Edward Wang, MD
Harvard Medical School
ecwang@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: I choose UCSD because I was absolutely
blown away by the dedication and passion of the
faculty and by the compassion and warmth of all the
residents.

Junior Residents – Physician-Scientist Training Pathway
About Me: I am from Reading, PA. Sounds like a small town, but is in
fact where Taylor Swift was born and home of the Reading Railroad
(from Monopoly)! In case Taylor Swift ever returned, I went to
college close by my hometown at Lehigh University, spent some
time after at the NIH, and then later joined my brother at Hofstra for
medical school in NY! I enjoy going on scenic walks, nightly runs,
and listening to music. My top three choices for fellowship if I had to
choose: 1. Infectious Diseases 2. Infectious Diseases 3. Infectious
Diseases
Favorite Training Site: The VA because of the ample teaching,
endearing colleagues, and altruistic patients.
Morgan Birabaharan, MD
Hofstra/Northwell
mbirabaharan@health.ucsd.edu
About Me: I grew up in Madison, WI and I went to the University of WisconsinMadison for undergrad (Go Badgers!). I headed out east to do my MD/PhD
at Columbia where I studied cancer cellular metabolism and the dynamics
of the human gut microbiome. I enjoy playing basketball, soccer, and
eating tacos when I’m not in the hospital. I want to run a basic science
laboratory one day, while simultaneously seeing patients who ultimately
inspire the science I pursue.
Favorite UCSD Memory: Working with and getting to know my
colleagues during this crazy pandemic.

amazing

Brian Ji, MD, PhD
Columbia University
bji@health.ucsd.edu

Junior Residents – Combined Medicine-Pediatrics
About Me: I'm from Kentucky and I went to Western Kentucky University for
undergrad and University of Louisville for medical school. When I'm not in
the hospital, you'll find me trying to relive my college golf days on the links
working on my swing, reading books and writing poetry on my front porch,
scouting out new breweries (trying to find the perfect sour beer!), or
getting some exercise running around my Normal Heights neighborhood
around sunset. By day, my current interests are Med/Peds palliative and
primary care. By night, I'm an aspiring author and plan on publishing a
book one day!

Annie Ondracek, MD
University of Cincinnati
aondracek@health.ucsd.edu

Favorite UCSD Memory: I had terrible gastroenteritis my first week of intern
year; the UCSD family is so supportive that one of the chief residents came
in person to check on me and one of the APDs brought me over soup and
crackers. Talk about being taken of care of when you're far from home!

April Butler, MD
University of Louisville
ahbutler@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I'm from Harare, Zimbabwe and hopped over to Calvin College in
Grand Rapids for undergrad before returning to southern Africa to do some
work in environmental consultancy alongside urban agriculture and nutrition
workshops. I then came back to Michigan for medical school and thoroughly
enjoyed my time training in Detroit at Wayne State University. I drink copious
amounts of tea, devour books of all shapes and genres, and love exploring
new backcountry camping spots. I'm an avid squash player always looking
for new opponents! Street Medicine is a passion of mine and I hope to do
underserved primary care after residency.

Jedidiah Bell, MD
Wayne State University
jdbell@health.ucsd.edu

Favorite Training Site: I love my continuity clinic, despite its hectic nature. It’s at
Federally Qualified Health Centers in San Diego and I'm humbled to be
working with and learning from a preceptor that models striving for just, high
quality care for all patients despite a high volume, low resource environment.

Samara Muller-Peters, MD
Boston University
samullerpeters@health.ucsd.edu

Senior Residents
About Me: I was born in Afghanistan, grew up in
Toronto, Canada, and went to University of Hawaii for
medical school. When I'm not at work, I like to stay
active outside with soccer, basketball, hikes, and
surfing!

Neysi Anderson, MD
University of Utah

Masihullah Barat, MD
University of Hawaii

n3anderson@health.ucsd.edu

mbarat@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: I knew UCSD was the right program for me
when I saw first-hand how supportive the faculty
and residents were during my away rotation. The
program offers great clinical
training and the
opportunity to connect with amazing mentors who
are dedicated to my learning. That genuine sense of
family during my interview day confirmed my decision
and my UCSD family has been one of the best parts of
residency thus far.

Mitch Biermann, MD, PhD
University of Wisconsin
mbiermann@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I am from the San Francisco Bay Area, but
have been all over the place since then – Boston
college for undergrad, Phoenix, Arizona for gap year,
and Emory in Atlanta, George for medical school.
Outside of work, I love traveling, curling up with my cat
and a good book, or hanging out with friends at the
beach, the San Diego Zoo or a winery. I plan to be a
hospitalist after residency, because why would you
choose just one specialty when you can do a little of all
of them! I’m lucky to be part of our Hospital medicine
pathway.
Why UCSD: I wanted a residency program where my coresidents would become my best friends – people I
genuinely love working with at the hospital and then
can grab a beer with after work.

Alison Crisp, MD
Emory University
aecrisp@health.ucsd.edu

Francesca Cazzulino, MD, MPH Erica Feldman, MD, MPH
University of Miami
Michigan State
fcazzulino@health.ucsd.edu

e2feldman@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I’m from Thousand Oaks, got my BA in
Integrative Biology at UC Berkeley, and then my MD
from UC San Diego. When I’m not in the hospital, I love
to enjoy beach life with my fiancé and our puppy,
cook healthy food, cycle, run, write, and do yoga. I’m
interested in integrative cardiology, cardiac rehab,
prevention, and lifestyle medicine.

Lainey Flatow-Trujillo, MD
University of New Mexico

Elizabeth Epstein, MD
UC San Diego

lflatowtrujillo@health.ucsd.edu

esepstei@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: I chose UCSD because I knew I would
receive incredible training and because the program
not only supported me in pursuing my unique interests,
but also valued me for them—which is the best feeling
in the world. Also, it just doesn’t get better than San
Diego. Dream city!

Kendal Flegenheimer, MD
Tulane University
kfflegenheimer@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I was originally born in Peru, but grew up in
SoCal. I went to Loyola Marymount for undergrad and
then Rutgers for med school. I’m currently loving my time
as a part of the UCSD fam, and hoping to pursue a career
in pulm/crit in the future. My favorite things to do include
hiking/backpacking, playing tennis, and wiping out while
attempting to surf some white wash – all of which are
pretty easy to do here in SD.

Neena Iyer, MD
University of Michigan
niyer@health.ucsd.edu

Sonya John, MD
Ohio State University
sojohn@health.ucsd.edu

Favorite UCSD Memory: Most of my favorite memories from
residency so far involve my awesome co-residents. We’ve
had a blast nerding out on rounds, stuffing our faces on
night shifts, and going on fun weekend trips to Mexico
(pre-COVID).

Ana Lucia Fuentes
Baldarrago, MD
Rutgers, RWJMS
afuentes@health.ucsd.edu

Senior Residents

Mark Kowalczyk, MD
University of Washington

Aaron Lee, DO, MS
Western University

Denise Mai, MD, MS
University of Toledo

Mandy Mohindra, MD, MPH
UC San Diego

Ambika Munaganuru, MD
Stony Brook University

m1kowalczyk@health.ucsd.edu

aalee@health.ucsd.edu

dbmai@health.ucsd.edu

mmohindra@health.ucsd.edu

nmunaganuru@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I'm from Laguna Niguel, California, went to UC
Irvine for undergrad and took a detour to Case Western
Reserve University for medical school. Away from work, I
am a cat dad and cook with recent expansion into
baking (ask my interns). I enjoy playing pre-COVID adult
softball, exploring the mixology scene, biking the local
trails to and from the beach, and being a geek with
getting some video gaming time in. When I grow up, I
picture myself as a critical care cardiologist focusing on
mechanical circulatory support either by way of an
interventional or heart failure pathway.
Jerry Lipinski, MD
Case Western Reserve
jjlipinski@health.ucsd.edu

Favorite UCSD Memory: One of my favorite memories is
being on night float at Hillcrest and having a glowstick
party in the team room with my co-residents to help curb
our delirium.

Aram Namavar, MD, MS
Loyola University
anamavar@health.ucsd.edu

Chetna Pathak, MD
UC San Diego
cpathak@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I'm from San Diego, went to Penn/Wharton for
undergrad, and then decided to come back home to
UCSD for both med school and residency. My interests
include cardiology and med tech/devices. Outside the
hospital, I enjoy travelling,
playing tennis, investing,
binging TV shows, and exploring all the hikes SD has to
offer. When I grow up, I hope to be practicing either
interventional cardiology or heart failure.
Favorite UCSD Memory: Admitting a patient in cardiogenic
shock with an Impella while on nights at CVC. Also, postcall beach bonfires!
Janna Raphelson, MD
McGill University

Erin Roberts, MD
University of Hawaii

jraphelson@health.ucsd.edu

eroberts@health.ucsd.edu

Praneet Mylavarapu, MD
UC San Diego
pmylavarapu@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I was born and raised in the great state of
Washington, went to undergrad at the University of
Washington, then attended medical school at (you
guessed it)
University of Washington. I met my now
husband in medical school and we decided to branch out
and couples matched to UCSD. In my free time you can
find me playing basketball, backcountry backpacking,
tending to my patio plants, singing karaoke, and
running/cycling along the coast. I'm still finding my place in
the world but am interested in Infectious Diseases and
Pulmonology.
Diane Rodden, MD, MS
Tulane University
dirodden@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: UCSD felt like a great fit as I wanted a program
Christine Sonners, MD
where I felt trained for anything after residency, had
University of Washington access to nature and beauty year-round, and a program
that attracted down to earth, fun residents.
csonners@health.ucsd.edu

Jared Rosen, MD
UC San Diego
jarosen@health.ucsd.edu

Senior Residents

Wake Forest

Priya Sharma, MD
Northeast Ohio

Alexander Song, MD
Case Western Reserve

resampathkumar@health.ucsd.edu

prsharma@health.ucsd.edu

asong@health.ucsd.edu

Revathy Sampath-Kumar, MD

Alexander Sykes, MD
Texas A&M
avsykes@health.ucsd.edu

Anna Ter-Zakarian, MD, MS, MBA

USC
aterzakarian@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I was born and raised in PA until we moved to
CA when I was 10 and have been a west (best) coast
gal ever since. I went to UCSB for college, then Loyola
Chicago for medical school. Wanting to never scrape
ice off a car again, SD was an easy choice to make!
Outside of the hospital my life basically revolves around
my puppy, but I also love to explore SD with my coresidents, walk along the beach with my husband, have
picnics, and pretend I’m a good baker. When I grow up I
want to be an ICU doc and pulmonologist!

Puja Takiar, MD
Loyola University
ptakiar@health.ucsd.edu

Favorite Training Site: Each site has its own incredible
patient pop to learn from, but my favorite so far has
been the VA because the attendings are master
mentors!

Katarina Vasiljevic, MD
University of Maryland

Yan Xing, MD, MS
Case Western Reserve

kvasiljevic@health.ucsd.edu

yaxing@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I grew up in Dallas, Texas then migrated increasingly north, attending Rhodes College in Memphis
followed by medical and graduate school at Case Western Reserve in Cleveland. My wife had already
matched in San Diego for neonatology fellowship, so I did several away rotations at UCSD as an MS4 and got
to know the Internal Medicine family very well. I was struck by how happy, genuine and close-knit the
residents were and really wanted to be a part of the crew! When not in the hospital or research lab, I enjoy
playing classical violin, watching cringeworthy Asian dramas, reading too many sci-fi/fantasy novels and
chasing after my irresistibly cute toddler daughter. I hope to be a hematologist/oncologist and significantly
better cook when I grow up.
Favorite UCSD Memory: Being on call at the same time as my wife!
Alexander Tong, MD, PhD
Case Western Reserve
altong@health.ucsd.edu

Senior Residents – Combined Medicine-Pediatrics
About Me: I grew up in Southern California and went to
college at UCLA and USC for medical school (still a Bruin at
heart). When I’m not at the hospital you can find me either
road-tripping to nearby National Parks, going on Costco dates
with my wife, golfing, playing basketball, hanging with my two
dogs (Cooper and Puppy), and enjoying the outdoors with my
Med-Peds fam! When I grow up, I want to be a Med-Peds
Gastroenterologist!

Brian Coburn, MD
University of Utah

Michael Jew, MD
USC

brcoburn@health.ucsd.edu

mjew@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: UCSD offered the best balance of comprehensive
training in both Internal Medicine and Pediatrics, a wonderful
support system amongst residents and faculty, and the
opportunity to serve a diverse and underserved population all
within the beautiful city of San Diego!

About Me: I'm originally from Northern California and stayed
close to home for undergrad by going to UC Berkeley. I moved
to Southern California for med school to attend UC San Diego
and stayed for my Med-Peds residency. I love running, bike
riding, playing tennis, and camping/backpacking in sunny San
Diego. I have a dog named Phoebe who loves going to the
dog beach on the weekends.
Favorite Training Site: My favorite training site is the VA. I love
the collegial work environment of the VA and I feel honored to
care for veterans.
Michelle Keyser, MD
UC San Diego

Cris Ebby, MD
Rutgers University

mkeyser@health.ucsd.edu

cebby@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I’m from a small town in western Michigan, and for
undergrad went to a liberal arts college near my home,
followed by Michigan State University for medical school.
Having lived all my life in Michigan, the combination of ocean,
sunshine, and perpetual warmth of San Diego beckoned me
to the west coast, and I couldn’t be happier. Next year, I’ll be
doing an Infectious Disease Critical Care fellowship with the
NIH. In my free time, my wife and I spend as much time as
possible outdoors with our dog at any of the many beautiful
beaches or nearby mountains.

Cathy Cichon, MD, MPH
University of Miami

Ian Drobish, MD
Michigan State University

ccichon@health.ucsd.edu

idrobish@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I am from Minnesota and attended both undergrad
and medical school at the University of Minnesota, where I
frequently froze on my way to campus. My favorite activities
outside of the hospital include checking out new restaurants,
finding great San Diego beers, and spending time at the beach
with my amazing co-residents who have become my family. As a
typical med-peds resident, I still love everything about medicine.
My dream is to work as a dual hospitalist spending time taking
care of cute little babies and sweet old folks in an inpatient
setting.

Alexis Quade, MD
University of Minnesota
aequade@health.ucsd.edu

Why UCSD: I choose UCSD because of the warm and welcoming
feeling of community I felt amongst the residents and between
the residents and faculty.

Nicole Herrick, MD
UC San Diego
nherrick@health.ucsd.edu

Chief Medical Residents
About Me: I am a Pacific Northwest native,
grew up in the Seattle area, and stuck
around Seattle for undergrad (Go
Huskies!). I looked for a big change after
college and moved to Connecticut,
where I participated in Teach For America,
teaching middle school math. I moved
further north for medical school, where I
loved being outdoors and rural, Northern
New England life. The winters were a little
too cold for me, so I moved back to the
West Coast for residency, and UCSD has
truly become my new home. My
Lauren Haggerty, MD
professional interests include medical
University of Vermont
education (I'm still a teacher at heart) and
lehaggerty@health.ucsd.edu
all things kidney related. For fun I love
hiking, beach yoga classes, skiing, and
exploring the many San Diego breweries.

Mark Jiang, MD
UC Davis
jyjiang@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I am originally from Cincinnati
and went to undergrad in Boulder,
Colorado where I first fell in love with the
West. I was so excited to move to California
after completing medical school in Atlanta
at Emory, and San Diego life has truly
exceeded all of my expectations! I have
loved exploring all of the beaches and
spending time on the water on my stand up
paddle board. Since getting my puppy,
Taika, we have been exploring all the
amazing dog parks. My favorite right now is
the Fiesta Island dog park where I can run
along the beach with him while he swims! I Elizabeth Hastie, MD
plan on specializing in Infectious Disease Emory University
and hope to pursue a career in medical ehastie@health.ucsd.edu
education. Reach out to me at any time if
you have any questions or need any
restaurant or scary movie recs!

Future Career: Nephrology
Guilty Pleasure: True crime podcasts

Future Career: Infectious Diseases
Guilty Pleasure: Scary movies

About Me: I spent most of my childhood on

About Me: I have lived all over California

the other side of the ocean and moved
to San Francisco just as I was turning into
an awkward teenager. After medical
school, I finally decided to make my way
down to sunny Southern California. The
people, the weather, and the food are
just a few of the reasons why San Diego is
the perfect place to live and work. My
academic interests include hematologic
malignancies and underserved medicine.
My life outside of the hospital revolves
around food: cooking, trying out new
snacks, supporting local restaurants, and
working out to burn off those pesky
calories. You can find me hiking or running
in places like Torrey Pines or Mission Trails.

growing up from San Diego to Sacramento
and several places in between. I want to
USC for undergrad and loved every
second of it. After undergrad I moved
back home to Fresno and worked as an
MA for a cardiologist up there while
applying to med school. I came down to
San Diego for medical school and have
not wanted to leave since. I have loved
San Diego and everything it has to offer
from the beaches to hiking trails, amazing
restaurants, breweries, and of course the
Zoo. For fun I love going to the movies and
to concerts, making cocktails for friends,
and listening to podcasts any chance I
get.

Future Career: Hematology/Oncology
Guilty Pleasure: AYCE Buffet and
Starbucks Ventis (go big or go home)

Future Career: Cardiology
Guilty Pleasure: Binge watching series
(especially Psych and Archer)

Armando Martinez, MD
UC San Diego
arm021@health.ucsd.edu

Chief Medical Residents

Ashley Scanlon, MD
Thomas Jefferson University
atarkiainen@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I am originally from
Massachusetts but spent the latter part
of my childhood in the suburbs of Los
Angeles. I went back east for my
undergraduate years at Penn State (We
Are!) and medical school at Thomas
Jefferson University. I loved my time in
Pennsylvania but decided that it was
time to come back to California for
residency. I couldn't be happier to be at
UCSD! I am passionate about medical
education and debriefing, and I plan to
pursue a career as an academic
hospitalist. Outside of medicine, I enjoy
playing board games, cheering on the
Nittany Lions, hiking, cooking, and
playing with my cat, Walnut.
Future Career: Academic Hospitalist
Guilty Pleasure: Ben & Jerry’s

Chief Residents in Quality & Safety

Susan Seav, MD
UC San Diego
smseav@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I am from Los Angeles, CA
and did my undergrad at Harvard. I
then worked as a CDC public health
fellow in Houston, TX for about two years
before I started medical school at UC
San Diego. This program is truly second
to none so I decided to stay and this
place has been my home ever since! I
am very passionate about medical
education and pursuing a fellowship in
Endocrinology! On Golden Weekends,
you can find me baking, hanging out at
Mission Bay, gardening, or doing day
trips to nearby towns.
Future Career: Endocrinology
Guilty Pleasure: Sweets

About Me: I am an Indiana native and
Midwesterner through and through. I
did all of my education including
undergrad, masters and medical
school in Indiana until I matched at
UCSD (best day ever). My husband is in
the Navy, which was originally why I
looked into UCSD. As a fourth-year
medical student I was lucky enough to
do an away rotation and I immediately
fell in love with the academic culture,
program leadership, and amazing
clinical opportunities. Ultimately, I plan
to pursue a career in cardiology with a
focus on advanced imaging. Outside
of the hospital you can find me trying
all the different cuisine in San Diego,
sippin’ on rosé or being dragged
around by my giant Great Dane, Otto.
Future Career: Cardiology
Guilty Pleasure: Card games
(especially euchre)

Averie Tigges, MD, MS
Indiana University
atigges@health.ucsd.edu

Program Leadership

Simerjot Jassal, MD
Program Director
Internal Medicine Residency
sjassal@health.ucsd.edu

Lori Wan, MD
Program Director
Med-Peds Residency
lwan@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I was born in Canada, grew up in the Western US, and moved
to San Diego in high school. I went to college at Stanford and medical
school at UCSF. After IM residency at UCLA, I discovered the joy of
teaching during a chief year. I joined the faculty at UCSD in 2002 as a
primary care doctor at the VA and was drawn to the opportunity to care
for amazing, underserved patients and the chance to work with medical
students and residents. I joined the program in 2005 as an Associate
Program Director and was honored to become the program director in
2014. It is an incredible privilege to be a physician and to know people
over the course of their lives. I love longitudinal relationships with my
patients and my UCSD family of students, residents, and colleagues. The
PEOPLE are the greatest strength of our program – our inspiring residents,
our diverse patients, and our supportive faculty. I have the BEST job in the
world – I am a huge nerd and cannot think of a better way to start each
day than with morning report. Outside of the hospital, I enjoy time with
family and friends, hiking, and doing anything my 11-year-old twin niece
and nephew can dream up.

About Me: I grew up in Los Angeles and went to UCLA for undergraduate.
I then moved down to San Diego to attend medical school at UCSD. I
loved UCSD so much that I stayed on to complete my combined
medicine/pediatrics residency training here, followed by a women’s
health fellowship. Besides the excellent academic training environment, it
was the camaraderie among the residents that drew me to stay at UCSD.
Now as the Med/Peds Program Director for almost 20 years, I continue to
be deeply inspired by our residents’ intellectual curiosity, support for one
another, and their compassionate care of patients. In terms of San Diego,
it is a stunning, beautiful place to live with an incredibly diverse
population. My family and I feel so blessed to live here.

About Me: I was born and raised in Germany, and after medical school in
Hannover, Germany, I came to the US for post-doctoral laboratory
training. I split my Internal Medicine residency between UCSD and
Cologne, Germany, but returned to the US for a Hematology/Oncology
fellowship at UCSD. I met my husband in San Diego, and I love the
cultural diversity (besides the weather) of Southern California. I joined the
UCSD faculty because I liked the collaborative research environment and
the multitude of clinical, teaching, and research opportunities.

Renate Pilz, MD
Program Director
Physician-Scientist Training Program
rpilz@health.ucsd.edu

Associate Program Directors

Annie Cowell, MD
Infectious Disease
acowell@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I grew up in Oakland, CA and then went on adventures
throughout the country for medical school (Tulane, New Orleans!) and
residency (IM/Peds at Yale). I moved to San Diego for an adult
Infectious Diseases fellowship at UCSD and was thrilled to come to a
place where I found a supportive environment full of great people. My
family and I were excited for the weather (especially after New Haven),
beaches, and all the fun activities San Diego has to offer. We liked it so
much we stayed! I am currently faculty in the division of Infectious
Diseases and Global Public Health, where I attend on the inpatient
services and in clinic. My favorite part of my job is teaching and
learning from our trainees and patients – there is always something
more to learn and another interesting case just around the corner
(especially in ID!).

About Me: I am originally from San Fernando Valley (Los Angeles) and
went to medical school at Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU).
I was fortunate to come to UC San Diego for my residency training
where I got to learn from exceptional clinicians and take care of a
diverse patient population. The family feel of our program, mentorship,
and stimulating environment are what kept me here as a chief resident
and a faculty hospitalist. I am extremely privileged to work with such
amazing residents and medical students. Outside of work I enjoy
working out in sunny San Diego and eating tacos!
Ali Farkhondehpour, MD
Hospital Medicine
mfarkhondehpour@health.ucsd.edu

Perrie Pardee. MD
Med-Peds Hospital Medicine
ppardee@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: I grew up in Ramona, a small town outside of San Diego, and
attended UCSD for medical school. I chose to stay at UCSD for
med/peds residency because I loved the balanced training in
medicine and pediatrics, the support from program leadership from all
three programs, the family feel, and the diversity of patients and
disease processes in San Diego. One of my favorite aspects about my
training at UCSD was how faculty here go out of their way to support
you in achieving your goals. For me, I have always had a passion for
medical education, and the number of unique opportunities that have
been offered to me here, even as a resident, has been unbelievable.
UCSD definitely prepared me for my careers as a clinical educator and
med/peds hospitalist, and is an amazing place to train!

Associate Program Directors
About Me: I'm originally from Seattle, spent time in New York and came
to UC San Diego for residency. The diverse patient population,
supportive colleagues, and challenging cases kept me here though
fellowship. I now staff as a Pulmonary & Critical Care attending at both
UC hospitals and the VA. I can't resist discussing a great case or
reviewing cool imaging, but when not at work I'm enjoying friends,
Peloton, and my super loyal canine best friend.

Rebecca Sell, MD
Pulmonary / Critical Care
rsell@health.ucsd.edu

EB Sladek, MD
Geriatrics
esladek@health.ucsd.edu

About Me: San Diego was never part of the 10-year plan. Born and
raised in Denver, Colorado, I subsequently lived in a variety of places:
Princeton, NJ for undergrad, Quatre Bornes, Mauritius for a Fulbright
gap year, and San Francisco, CA for medical school with a bonus fifth
year in Kampala, Uganda contemplating a career in surgery. I was
ultimately wooed to Internal Medicine by the perpetual challenge of
combining complex physiology with complex philosophy. I assumed
that when I finished training, I would return home to Colorado to
practice, but my partner’s decision to join the Marine Corps upended
that. I initially knew little more about UCSD than its proximity to a
military base. The more I learned, though, the more readily apparent it
was that this was an incredible program: bright, jovial, capable people
doing incredible things in a warm and nurturing environment. By the
end of my interview day, it was clear to me that Marine partner or no,
this was the place I wanted to be. My love of UCSD has only grown
since then.
UCSD supported me through the greatest milestones in my Internal
Medicine learning curve, as well my marriage as an intern and the
birth of my first child as a third-year resident. It is an honor to be a part
of the leadership that helps continue to grow and develop this
supportive program in extraordinary ways. We are family here in the
truest sense of the word.

LEARN MORE ABOUT UCSD
UCSD Internal Medicine Residency Website
Provides general program information
http://imresidency.ucsd.edu

Residency WordPress Blog
Chief-run blog highlighting our program updates in real-time, teaching
conferences, and overall general program resources
http://ucsdim.com

Instagram
Gives you a peek at the everyday life of our residents
ucsd_medicine

Twitter
Highlights our teaching conferences and medical education
@ucsdim

Oh, can’t forget our fur family!

